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ABSTRACT

The project that we did was "PROJECT MANAGEMENT" with a case study that is WINDSOR PHARMACEUTICAL on applications and techniques. The case study describes how an organization has recently won approval a hair-growth compound and is planning to introduce it before other competitors launch similar products. A project was appointed in the development of a detailed plan for the project. This comprises an activity list, crew sizes and costs.

In the introduction section, the project objectives and area, research are described. The second chapter describes an OVERVIEW TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT which include, the concepts and some terms often mentioned in project management.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM or known as PMIS is a section which describes a little bit about the history of computer in project management, the packages and also on evaluating PMIS.
The fourth chapter examines the practice in case study where 3 packages have been used in this project. They are INCONTROL, MICROSOFT PROJECT and PRIMAVERA.

The last area in the study is FINDINGS where it shows the advantages and limitations in each system used.

Finally, the CONCLUSION of the project where it will conclude the studies and some recommendations, on choosing the right software to use, depends on the project sizes. The capabilities and costs of a software should be given a consideration, before having the software which will be used in managing a certain project.
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